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ABSTRACT
This paper presents two results: (i) a new structure for the
solution of nonlinear analytic systems, and (ii) an application of
Bellman's Fundamental Technique to obtain the sub-optimal-feedback
control of a class of quasilinear systems with non-quadratic performance
indices. The application of the Fundamental Technique with a nonlinear
auxiliary equation is shown to result in higher order approximating
equations which are linear. The method has been illustrated by three
examples.
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Introduction
The determination of an optimal feedback control law for a nonlinear
system is an important problem in engineering. There are several methods
available to attack the problem. The method of dynamic programming yields
the feedback solution directly. Unfortunately this method reduces the
problem to solving a nonlinear partial differential equation. This is
a complex problem, in general. However, the solutions of the feedback
problems for linear finite-dimensional systems with a quadratic criterion
(known as L-Q problems) are available [1-4].
A more difficult problem than the usual L-Q problem has been mentioned
by Anderson and Moore [3, p. 22]. The solutions of the nonlinear partial
differential equations resulting from the application of dynamic program-
ming to such problems are unresolved. However, for this particular problem
[3, p.22], which involves a linear system with a non-quadratic performance
index, the exact solution is available [5]. The close examination of this
analytical solution reveals the complexity in implementing as well as in
deriving the exact feedback laws in general.
In this paper, a method is developed to obtain an asymptotic solution
of the feedback laws for more general problems. The problem can be stated
as follows:
Find U(I)EW1: [t0,t f] + Rr to minimize
J(U(')): if + R,
tf
J(U) = f L(x(t), U(t), t)dt
to
-3-
subject to
x(t) = ~Z(x(t), u(t), t); x(to) = x0
where
x('): [tot f] + R; : Rx Rr + R
and
L: R x Rr + R; tf is the final time.
In this paper, we consider the particular class of the above problem
[Fig. 1] which is as follows:
(I) The dynamical equation of the system is
x(t) = Ax(t) + B U(t) +~ (x(t), U(t))
where
UT N f(x) Uare Fvector polynomials U
U N f.(x) U Fined as U
T N f(x) UT F (x) U
n n
n n
W(x) + ) eY U N f(x) + e F. U
i=l i=l
where
f(x), f(x) are vector polynomials in x,
and
F (x), N. are matrices representing mappings defined as follows:
F.(. r ): - Rr -x Rr
Fi(·): R X N1
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Figure 1 (b) Closed--loop Nonlinear Plant
The vectors are defined as
)('): Rn + Rn; and f('): R + R
A, B represent linear transformations
A: Rn R; B: Rr R.
The vectors ei(i = 1,2,...,n) are the standard basis vectors.
(II) The scalar functional L(x,U) is defined by
L(x,U) - UT R U + g(x)
where g(x) is an entire function in x in general, and R is a positive
definite r by r matrix. T denotes transpose.
2 Problem and DetailedAnalysis
Consider a quasilinear dynamical system governed by
n n
x = A x + B U + x) + e. UT F(x)U;i-l i i f(x) + I e F (x)U;
i=l i=l
x(t0) = (1)
and let the performance index be
tf
J[UtO] = f (U U + g(x))dt (2)
to
Find the control function U(t)E J1(t < t < tf) such that the cost
functional (2) is minimized.
Before proceeding to obtain the solution of the problem, we make the
following assumptions:
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Assumption (A): Assume that l (x,u) satisfies the following conditions:
(i) The nonlinear function JOl(x,u) is continuous and its first partial
derivatives are also continuous.
(ii) lim 9(x) = O; lim F. (x) = 0 uniformly for tC[t0,tf]
Ixl+ o Ixl - o
(iii) lim = 0 uniformly for t s[t ,tf]
I I(x,u) IO o I (x,u)lI f
where, (x,u)E s , and W denotes the Banach space of continuous functions
(x,u): [t0 ,t ] + R x R with the usual sup norm,
n r
jI(xu) II sup I x i(t)l+ Y juj(t)I: t '[totf
t (i=l j=l
n
I I J(x,1u) I sup { I ((t), u(t))l}
t i=l i
(iv) The linear time-invariant system
x = A x + B U; x(t 0) = x
is uniformly completely controllable in the sense of Kalman [7] for bounded
coefficients A and B. Here the over-bar denotes variables corresponding to
the linear part of system (1) only.
If all the conditions cited above are satisfied by system (1), then
the quasilinear system (1) is uniformly controllable [8].
Assumption (B): Assume that g(x) satisfies the following conditions:
(i) g(x) is even and positive in x,
(ii) g(x) is continuous and its first derivative is also continuous and
monotonically increasing for positive x.
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(iii) lim g(x) -+ 0 uniformly for tE[t0otf]
(iv) g(x) is analytic in x.
Now we apply the method of dynamic programming to system (1-2) in
order to obtain the optimal feedback law for the system.
The basic Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the above system can be
written [3] as
DV f UT U + n n
- min { UT U + [Ax + BU + UTNf(x) + e T eU TF (x)U]
-t -i U1 Fi x
U(t) i=l i=l
(3)
with the terminal condition
V(x(tf), tf) = O (4)
where the function V(x(t), t) is assumed to be a function satisfying the
conditions on Liapunov's Theorem on asymptotic stability [6], and is twice
continuously differentiable.
It can be shown that the minimizing control for equation (3) is given
by
n n1 1 3 aV T -lF W I I av [B T DV 
U* = 2 [I+ [F(x) + F (x)]]-l[BT + )f)
i=l i i=1 i
(5)
assuming the above inverse exists. Compactly, we can write the above
expression as
U*(x) = '[V(x)] (6)
where , represents the optimal feedback operator.
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Substituting equation (5) into equation (3), we get
EB V n TV = 1 [avT B +V T T i n + V T A-2[ av +x ( Ni XV[)f(x)] + g(x) + Ax
i=1 i
1 DV 1 - T DV n 3
1 VT B[I 1 + [FT (x ) + Fi (x) -[BT VN TV )f(X2 ax 2 il i ax .
i=l i i=l i
VT 1 Vn T T 1 n T -1
+a- (x) - [ jVl B + Yi a fT(x)NT] [I + : -a--[Fi(x) + F. (x)]]
~~jax1 a 2 i1 j=l I i=l I
N. f(x) + 1 nC av T n n
N. f(x) + 1 D av [3VT B + Dva fT (x)NTII[I +2 1 Dv [FT (X) + F (X)]]
F([I + 1 V [F.(x) + F (x)]](i[B T 7)
7i 1 1 1~l _ i[F (x) + F i( 7) 13 EB
With the boundary condition
V(x(t ), tf) = 0 (8)
The results can be summarized as follows:
Theorem 1: Let the quasilinear system (1-2) satisfy assumptions (A) and
(B). Then the optimal feedback control for the system is given by (5)
after solving equation (7).
Obviously equation (7) is a nonlinear first order partial-differential
equation. Under the assumptions (A) and (B), the Cauchy-Kowalewski Theorem
[9] guarantees a unique local analytic solution to equation (7). However,
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in general, the solution of equation (7) cannot be obtained in a closed
form. Bellman and Bucy [51 have obtained the solution of a problem having
a linear system with a non-quadratic performance index. Their results
explain the complexity involved in obtaining the solution "V(x)" of
equation (7) analytically.
Since the solution of equation (7) is analytic, the Cauchy-Kowalewski
Theorem motivates the application of a regular perturbation expansion of
the complete solution to obtain the approximate solution.
Thus, to obtain the optimal feedback solution U*(x), we have to solve
equation (7) with the terminal condition (8). In the next section, the
Fundamental Technique [10] is applied to obtain the solution. The method,
in general, can be applied to systems characterized by (1) and (2) as will
be shown in the sequel.
3. The Fundamental Technique:
We apply Bellman's Fundamental Technique [10; p.2] to the solution
of Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (7) but using a nonlinear (rather than
linear) auxiliary equation. The philosophy behind the Fundamental Technique
has been explained by Bellman [10] for the solution of nonlinear problems
using a standard equation (called auxiliary equation) which is linear and
whose solution thus is well known. The central idea of the Fundamental
Technique was thus demonstrated by obtaining an infinite set of linear
equations as a solution to the given nonlinear problem.
In this paper, the solution of a nonlinear system is desired using
a nonlinear auxiliary equation whose solution is well-known. The method
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yields an infinite set of linear equations as an equivalent solution to the
original problem. The salient features of the solution obtained are the
following: (i) the first approximating equation is nonlinear and has
structure similar to that of the auxiliary equation, (ii) the subsequent
approximating equations are linear equations; and (iii) all the equations
are recursively connected.
The motivation for extending the application of the Fundamental
Technique using a nonlinear auxiliary equation lies in the fact that
the form of the nonlinear auxiliary equation used in the technique is
closer to the form of the nonlinear problem (which is to be solved) than
any form of linear auxiliary equation. Hence this should yield more
rapidly convergent approximations to the exact solution.
Further, the results of the linear quadratic theory
(L-Q Theory) can be exploited to achieve this goal.
Now we define some notation which is to be used in the analysis
which follows.
Define nonlinear operators j/ and as
Jr: V V+ ;
where
n
+ Rn
&9:: [R X [toltf]] ' [Rn ]
Consider a nonlinear system characterized by
[V] = [x] ; xRn (9)
Assume the nonlinear operator.V is analytic in V and is thus continuously
differentiable with respect to V(').
The function V(x), we have in mind, is the solution of equation (9).
Assume an auxiliary equation with appropriate boundary conditions:
.1' [V] = W [X] (10)1 1
whose solution is known. For example, this auxiliary equation may have a
form whose solution can be found using a Riccati equation or Burnoulli
equation or some other known nonlinear equation. In general, the auxiliary
equation may be linear or nonlinear. The application of the Fundamental
Technique using a linear auxiliary equation has already been presented
[10]. Here we shall deal with a nonlinear auxiliary equation in the
Fundamental Technique. In general, the highest degree of nonlinearity
present in the auxiliary equation may be the same (if possible) or lower
than that of the original nonlinear equation (9).
Using equation (10), we can rewrite equation (9) as
"~l [V] + [Wf [V] -..l [V]] = I l [X] + [ A[x] - l [X]]
or
-le [V] = -1[X] + [('l[V] - X[V]) + ( W(x) - W(x))]
or
lPI[V] = Wl[x] +'2 [V,x]
where the expression
2[V,x] -_ [7l[V] -g[V] + v[x] - w [X]I (11)
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Introduce a small positive artificial parameter £ in the above
expression. Here S is a parameter whose nominal value is one. This is
basically a perturbation parameter that can enter the expression (11) in
various combinations and powers of £ as demanded by a particular problem.
The placing of S in (11) offers high manipulating power to the Fundamental
Technique for solving complex nonlinear problems. In general, the
introduction of this small positive perturbation parameter may be necessary
even though the system equation (9) may contain one or more small positive
system parameters. However, in special cases, the role of this perturbation
parameter may be played by a small positive physical parameter that may
enter the system naturally.
For brevity of presentation, let us introduce this artificial parameter
in the following form:
17e[V] = : [x] + E rV[V,xl (12)
Thus, this is the required format of the Fundamental Technique.
Since the nonlinear system (11) has been assumed to be analytic in
V('), the solution function can be expressed as
2 n
V = V0 + eV1 + s V2 + .. V + ... (13)
where VO, V1, ..., V ... are independent of S. For fixed VO, V1, V2,...,
the nonlinear operator y52[- ] itself becomes an ordinary function [111 of
s. Thus
f2 (£) = P2[V,X]2 2
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At the same time f2 () is also analytic in £ and hence it can be expanded
as a Taylor's series about =0. This yields a power series in c as given
below:
f2(6) = -Ye2 (Vo + CV1 + E V 2 + ...; x) = 4o0(VO'x) + c JtI (VO,'V ; ) +
(14)
where , 'A',... are Taylor's series coefficients of the functional
'2 [V,x], and can be also obtained by constructing a power series of
J2 (V,x) in £.
Now we proceed to obtain an expansion of the functional YeIV] in £.
SincelN'[V] is analytic in c[11] for fixed VO, V1, V2,...,V ,..., this
functional becomes an ordinary function of c. Thus
fl () = i[Vo + V1 + £ V2 + ](15)
is analytic in C about £=0.
The Taylor's series expantion of a functional has been constructed by
Volterra [ll;p.24] and he called the expansion an "Extension of Taylor's
Theorem" to a class of functionals. Exploiting his ideas, we state a
lemma as follows:
Lemma 1:
Assuming the functional is continuous and differentiable on a class
of functions over the interval [a,b]. Then the Taylor's series expansion
of the functionalWYl[V(t)] can be expressed as
1 1[V] = £ 9,_V[V0] + .-. + nV 2 2[V ] + (16)'1  0 1 1 2 2 n n
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where
d [ Vo I, * *[V [V]',...
are the Taylor's series coefficients having the following properties:
.:i[VO] is a nonlinear function of V0i ~-[V 1] is a linear function of V1;
S[2[V2] is a linear function of V2; and so on.
Proof: We calculate terms of the Taylor's series expansion of a functional
as defined by Volterra [11; p.24].
The first term is given by
el[V]I = ,[V Io ] (i)
£=0
The second term has been defined as
(d bb 3c (~1)
do 1 0 ¢]) F I -' [V0 + S() ; t1 ] a) d5 |(-EW'[V +64I) f [v + d1dc E=O 1l0 £ a 6=0
where jg' [V] denotes the first derivative of the functional with respect
1
to V at the point 51. Here E1 is a parameter which varies
continuously within [a,b]; and in our case,
A 2
= V1 + V2 + V + .... (17)1 2 3
Substituting the value of C in the above expression and evaluating at
s=0, we get
a
ds l [VO + f]) = ; l1]V 1(l1)d E1 (ii)
Clearly for a given VO, we write (ii) as a linear function of V1.
Thus
bi[V1] = f ' "[Vo; l]Vl (El)d1l
a 1
To calculate the third term, we have
d2 2
as(--d£a 2I 1 [V (d + oED])
dc 2 =0 de 2-O
a d
= (- ( 1l[V0 + ] ) )
£=0
Using the expression for the first derivative, we have
d2d b Dc~( d
(-d- 2 f1[V]) = ( If j' [V + 5$; 1] d))
as 2=0O a 1 g1=0
Interchanging the order of integration and differentiation (which is
permissible), we have
d2 b d a£ )b
d-£ '[v) £= ( d£ ' [Vo + gc; 1 ] 
asS s=0 a 1 s=0
= (f f ,"[V0 +E4; 1' E2] 1 d2 D 1d£=)
a a 1 2=O
b d 2
+ ( J I[Vo + c; 1] 2 1 1 )
a 1 da S S=0
Subsituting equation (17) and evaluating as s - 0, we have
d2 b b
2
1 [ [Vo; I1' b 2 ]V 1( l)Vl ( 2 )d,' df2
ds2 E=O a a 1
b
+ 2! f ' [V 0 ; lIV 2( 1)dE 1 (iii)
a 1
-16-
For given V0 and V1, (iii) is a linear function of V2. Hence we
can write the third term of the Taylor's series expansion as
b b !
Yi2[v = 2! [ I '1[VO; El' E2]V1( 1)V1(E2)d5 1 dg 2
a a
b
+ 2! I ,' [V ; Sl]V 2 (%l)dl]
a 1
Similarly other terms can be calculated. Observe equation (ii) is .a
nonlinear function of V0 but linear in V1; (iii) is a nonlinear function of
V0 and V1 , but linear in V2. Q.E.D.
Theorem 2
Assume that the auxiliary equation (10) has a known form of solution.
The nonlinear system (9) can be imbedded into an infinite set of recursive
equations with appropriate boundary conditions:
'yl [Vo] = 61 (x)
[ Vil] = 4 I[v0; x]
I2[V2] = I[v 0 v l ; xI (18)
-Tn[Vn] = n-l[VOV l'''-'Vn-l; x]
n = 1,2........
Then the solution of equation (9) can be obtained.
Proof: Using Lemma (1) and equation (14), we can write nonlinear system (9)
in its standard format (12) as
-17-
[v,+1 I [V]1 + 1 [V I] + ... + n [V +
= e [X] + e[,4rn(V 0; x) + ' /A(VV ; x) ... ]
Equating the coefficients of £ from both sides of the above equation, we
obtain equation (18).
Clearly the equations (18) are recursively connected. The first non-
linear equation has the same form as that of the auxiliary equation (10).
Thus the solution, V (x,t), of the equation
'1 [Vo] = ~1EX]
is known.
Hence we can obtain the solution of the subsequent linear equations
as V1 , V2,.... Assuming S to be an artificial variable with a nominal
value one, we can write the solution using equation (13) as
00
V(x,t) = X Vi(x,t)
i=l
Q.E.D.
Corollary: When the auxiliary equation used in the Fundamental Technique
is linear, equations (18) reduce to the following:
°[Vl] = 'q[x][V0 [I1
2[V2] = /[V'V; x]19)
~[V] = /n_ [VV 1 ... 'V; x]n n-' 0 1 n-l
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Figure 2: Basic Structure of the Solution of a Nonlinear
System
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where £1[-] is a linear function which defines the auxiliary equation.
The proof of the corollary can easily be obtained using the proof
of Lemma 1 and equation (18). Hence it is omitted here.
Remarks:
1. Equation (19) can be obtained independently also as demonstrated
by Bellman [10].
2. It may be noted that, in case of a linear auxiliary equation,
the functionals .i[*] in equation (18) become identical as shown in
equation (19).
3. Lemma 1 confirms that the coefficients used in equation (14) are
functions of their respective arguments only.
Equation (18) represents the basic structure of the solution of a
nonlinear system using a nonlinear auxiliary equation in the Fundamental
Technique. This has been schematically represented in Figure 2.
The following steps are involved in the method:
1. Choose an auxiliary equation (10).
2. Define a nonlinear functional ,o2[V,x] (11).
3. Put the problem in the format (12).
4. Obtain equation (18) starting from equation (12).
5. Solve equation (18) and plug the solutions into equation (13).
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4. The Application of the Method
For brevity of presentation, let F i(x) -0 in equation (1). This
reduces equations (5) and (7) as follows
U* (x) = [BT ax + ~ N av f(x)] (20)
i=l i
and
V VT BvT
V- -= xB B +-A A x + g(x) + 3x ~(x)
at 4 9x B x xD
1 DV T T BT V 3 _V T _V
+ [ ( av f. (x)N) T N f(x)]
4 axx B x ii=1 i i=l i
-X av f Cn aV T(x) N.) N. f(x) (21)
j=l 3 i= i
with V(x(tf ), tf) = 0.
From the knowledge of L-Q theory, it is well known that
BT - T -TlaV T av av av T
- B Ax A x x (22)4 3x DX D x 3x
with V(x(tf), tf) = 0
has a solution of the form
_- T -
V(x(t), t) = x K(t) x (23)
with K[tf] = 0
-21-
Here Q is a positive definite matrix which is known, and K(t) is a
symmetric matrix satisfying the Riccati matrix equation
T- T-
K = K B B K - (KA + AK) - Q (24)
with K[tf] = 0.
Assuming equation (22) to be an auxiliary equation for the solution of
nonlinear equation (21), we can apply the Fundamental Technique to
obtain the solution of equation (21).
Now observe that the term xTQx is not present in equation (21). Hence
we shall add and substract this term in equation (21) in order to obtain an
equation with the standard format (12). Thus equation (21) can be con-
verted to the form of equation (12) as follows.
T T
1 VT T 9V V V T
B a--B Ax--x -Qx + cQ+ 2 (V,x) (25)4 ax ~ _x ax at 2
where
' 2V') a - VT 1 aV ax f TX) T )NTf(x) )
~(VI ) =gg(x) xQ.x+--- lj(x) - f (x) N.f(x)j=l 3 i=l i
1 n av T T TV 3 vT n D
+ [-( Y fT(x)N)B B( Nf(x))4 il ax i i x 4 ax ax ii=l x i=l 1
and V(x(tf), tf) = 0.
Wow we can substitute equation (13) in equation (25) and equate the
coefficients of various powers of E. Using equation (18), the following
equations are obtained:
-22-
: BB A- - A = xQx
4 aX x 4 ax x ax at T T T
11 1 T 0 1 0 T 1 1 1
Bx B Ax = N(V; (26)x)
2 1
nvT D v Dv. _ TvT
2n1 2 T- 1 nt -N (V, Vl ; 4 aB ax + 4 DXB ax + 4 nlBB2 2
T T DV
n 1 n-i BBT 1n Ax -(V 0 V, V x)
n = 1,2,....
(i) Observe that the first equation in (26) is a nonlinear (quadratic)
first-order partial differential equation in V (t) and has a well-known
solution as given by equation (23). The other subsequent equations are
linear first order partial differential equations in V1, V2, ...
respectively.
th(ii) They are recursively connected and the n equation contains all
the solutions of the previous (n-l) equations.
The above result can be summarized as follows:
Theorem 3: Let F.(t) - 0 for all xERn , and system (1) and (2) satisfy
the assumptions (A) and (B). Then the solution of equation (21) can
be used to construct the optimal feedback control as
T DV n DV
U*(x) = [B + Z Ni f(x) (27)
i=l 1
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Using equation (6), we can write equation (22) as
u*(x(t),t) = I[V (x(t) ,t)] (28)
The schematic representation of the open-loop and closed loop non-
linear controllers are given in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. Figure
3 shows that the nonlinear controller has been imbedded into a hierarchy
of subcontrollers.
Example 1
Consider a nonlinear system
x = x + P x3 + u ; x(O) = 0
with the cost functional
J I2 2 1 4
J[ul = f (u 2 + + x )dt
0
to be minimized.
Here p is a parameter of the system that has entered the governing
equation naturally.
Clearly the system satisfies the assumptions (A) and (B). The
Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the above problem is given by
a = - min {U2 + x2 + 1 x + v (u + x + x3)}
U:
The minimizing control is found using the formula (5) as
U* 1 av
2 3x
Substituting this in the above equation, we have
aV 1 (VD 2 2 aV 3 1 4 aV
at 4 5x p x -- (29)
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with the terminal condition V(x(tf),tf) = 0.
This is a nonlinear first order partial differential equation and
corresponds to equation (7) of Section 2.
In order to apply the Fundamental Technique we have to choose a
suitable auxiliary equation. Let
1 (V 2 DV 2
4(x) _x at = x
be the nonlinear auxiliary equation (22). Define
av x3 + 1 x4
2 x 4
Now we can put equation (29) into a standard format (12) as required by
the Technique
1 VV 2 2 ~V, 
- (aTV x 2 = X + e22 [V,ix; V(x(tf) tf) =
It may be observed that if 2e [V,K] is expanded in terms of I, the first
approximation of equation (18) cannot be obtained. This must be of the
same form as that of the above auxiliary equation. This is essential for
the method to work. Hence the straight-forward perturbation
expansion substitutions [12-16] do not work. Thus the introduction of £
is essential.
Following the procedures as outlined in Section 3, we obtain equation
(18) as follows:
0 1 o 2 o )2xV
0 : (-4-) - -X x = x2
with the terminal condition V (x(tf),tf) = O
-26-
1 1 aVl aVO Vl Vl x4
2 ax ax ax - 4
with terminal condition Vl(x(tf),tf) = O (ii)
2 1 aV2 avO 1 Vl 2 aV2 aV2 av 3
2 ax DX 4 ax (_ _£ - :x x -+t x ;
with the terminal condition V2(x(tf),tf) = O (iii)
n av av av av avn n1 n-i n - n n-2 33x 3x x- ^ _ _ t _ = _2w4 aL -x DX- =x x
(n = 2,3,....) V (X(tf), tf) = O
The first equation is a nonlinear equation whose solution is given by
V0(x(t),t) = k(t) x2
where the gain k(t) is the solution of the following Riccati equation
dk + 2k - k2 + 1 = 0 ; k(t) =
dt f
The higher order approximations V1(x), V2 (x),... can be obtained after
solving the subsequent linear equations.
Thus the sub-optimal feedback control is given by the finite terms
and putting £ = 1,
n av.
u*(x,t) = - L [V(x,t)]
i=l
where the optimal feedback operator
s A - 12 [-].
The structure of the sub-optimal feedback controller is similar to that
given in Figure 3. 1
t x o 185681 AW'003J
u(x(t),t) x(t)NONLINEAR PLANT |
I C\ .]V(IX~'V1(x) x(t)
E V(. ,t)Vi(x) X
Figure 3
Basic Structure of the Non-Linear Controller
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Example 2:
Consider a nonlinear system characterized by
x = ax + bu + cxu;
with the initial condition x(O) = xO
and the performance index to be minimized is
tf 2 2 6
(u2 + x + x )dt
0
The above equations satisfy the assumptions (A) and (B) of Section 2.
Following the procedures we obtain equation (5) and (7) as
b+cx av
u*(x) = - (2- ) x2 Dx
and
av 1 av 2 2 6 av
at = (b+cx) (-)- - x - a x ;Dt D4 x - -
with the terminal condition V(x(tf),tf) = O
choose an auxiliary equation
b av 2 aV av 2
4 (- --x ax -at - x
Define the nonlinear operator
,'2 [V,x] A c x V2 62 4 9x
using these, we have the standard format (12) as
b aV 2 aV aV 2 +2
(x) ax - = x + (Vx)
with the terminal condition V(x(tf), tf) = O
-28-
obtain equation (18) as
0 b aVO 2 av0 av0 2
£: ( ax )t = x
with the terminal condition V (x(tf),t f) = 0.
1 bav av av V1 c VO 2 6
s : 4 (-- - ) - x- ax - = x ( + ;4 X ax ax at 4 
terminal condition V (x(tf),tf) = 0.
n Dv Dv. v Dv n-1 Dv Dv.
n b r n-i n n c n-i-l 1
- a ax ax ax t 4 xx x
(n = 2,3,....)
V (x(tf),tf) = 0
Clearly the first equation is nonlinear and whose solution is given by
VO = k x
where k is the solution of the Riccati equation
dk b 2
dtk + 2ak - k + 1 = 0 ; k(tf) = 0.dt 4 f
The higher order approximations V1, V2 ,... can be obtained after
solving the first order linear partial-differential equations sequentially.
Putting E = 1, we obtain the approximate solution as
N Dv
u*(x,t) = - ( X -x
This can lso be written as=0
This can also be written as
-29-
u*(x,t) = I[V(x,t)],
where the optimal feedback operator
A b+cx a
WIII 2= - ( 2 [I-].
the structure is similar to that depicted in Figure 3.
Example 3: [Garrard 13]
A controllable dynamic system is given by
x = Ax + P(x) + Bu; x(O) = x0
and the cost functional is
00
2=If J (x'Qx + u'Ru)dt
The problem is to determine the optimal feedback control u*(x,t)
such that the system is transferred from its initial x0 to the origin
while minimizing the cost functional. There is no bound on the control
function.
The minimizing control u*(x,t) can be calculated as
-1 T aV
u* = - R B x ; X (00) = 0
Then the equation (7) reduces to
1 VT -1 T 3V V1 T 1VT
2 a BR B a x Ax = 2 xTQx + V a-- (x);
the terminal condition V(x(-),o) = 0
-30-
Following the steps of Bellman's Fundamental Technique, we proceed as
follows:
(i) Choose a nonlinear auxiliary equation
1 Dv -1 T D'v- . DV 1 T
Dx BR B Dx Ax = 2x Qx;
V(0,c) = 0
whose solution can be expressed as
- T -
V = x k x
where k is a symmetric positive definite matrix and is the solution of
the matrix Riccati equation
- T- -1 T-
kA + Ak - kBR B k + Q = 0
(ii) Define a nonlinear functional
P (Vx) A DVT x
-2(VX) '= -DX (x)
(iii) Write the equation in the required format as
T T
1 DVT -1 T DV DV 1 T(Vx)
BR B Ax = x Qx + (v x)2 ax BR aB x 2 2
(iv) We obtain equation (18) as
T
0 1 Dv0 T T Dv0 VO 1 T
:- : x BR B x - xt2 ax ax ax A 2 =
the terminal condition is V0(O,0) = O
-31l
x1 1 T 0+ BR-1B T 1 1 Ax 
ax ax ax ax ax ax
V1 (0,O) = 0.
1 vT BV. RV T DvT
n
(v) Since the solution of the first equation is known, the subsequent
equations are first order linear partial differential equations and
recursively connected. Hence using the method of characteristics, the
solutions V1 ,V2,... can be obtained.
Thus the optimal control is given as
00 Dv
u*(x) = - 1R BT ax
u* (x) = ~ Iv (x);( - -1B T x ) T x
* -R B - [.]i=l
Note: In this particular problem, the system parameter known, may also replace
the role of C. Thus we modify the expressions as follows.
_ A - - 2 -
1V(x) = + V 1 +T P
-32-
The nonlinear functional
A T
2C (V,xX) A a iv ;
The required format becomes
1 3:v -1 T a v a 1 T d2-
- B R B Ax = X Qx+
2 x Dx X 22
with the terminal condition V(O,-) = 0.
(Overbar indicates the corresponding variables.)
Following steps (iv) and (v), the solution can be expressed as
co 3V
u*(x) = -R- 1 BT i n n (x)
n=O
observe the difference between the results obtained above and that obtained
by Garrard [13].
The Method of Solution of First-order Linear Partial Differential Equations
The general solution of a first-order partial differential equation
can be obtained analytically using the method of characteristics [9]. This
method reduces the partial differential equation to a problem in ordinary
differential equations. These first-order partial differential equations
can also be solved numerically by finite-element methods [18].
Conclusions: A systematic perturbation method has been developed based
on the Bellman's Fundamental Technique of perturbation. The method can
be applied to solve a class of nonlinear analytic systems whose dependent
variable (solution variables) can be expanded in a regular perturbation
series near the nominal solutions. The salient feature of the method is
-33-
that the auxiliary equation used in the Technique is nonlinear. Thus
the central point of the success of the method lies in choosing a
suitable auxiliary equation (whose solution is known) which should be as
close in form to the nonlinear problem to be solved as possible.
-34-
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